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INTRODUCTION 
The idea that tensor products are the values of a functor adjoint to a 
horn functor has been current for some time (cf. [7], [8], [ZO]) and has led 
to the examination of categories K whose set-valued horn functor can be 
lifted to a K-valued functor (cf. [8], [9], [13]). In such a category, which has 
variously been called self-enriched or autonomous, Fuks, &arc, and Mityagin 
([q, [12], [Z3]) have developed, using the tensor products, the notion of the 
dual of a K-valued functor on K. The motivation for this lay in the attempt 
([4], [5], [6]) precisely to formulate the Eckmann-Hilton duality ([2]) for the 
homotopy theory of topological spaces. This attempt has not only been 
largely successful, it has also led to the detailed study of the similar duality 
for functors on Banach spaces ([12], [Zq) an on locally convex topological d 
linear spaces ([I]). Pointed sets are dealt with in [~7]. 
In all these works on duality ([I], [d], [5], [fl, [22], [13], [14), however, 
there has not yet appeared a proof of the existence of dual functors. To be 
precise, the Yoneda lemma and an initial value condition (namely, (4.7)) 
essentially force the value, at an object A, of the functor dual to F to be the 
natural transformations from F to a functor of the type “tensor with A.” 
Somehow, these transformations must be converted into an object of the 
category; this can be done, as &arc has pointed out ([23], Prop. 2), if it is 
known that they constitute a set. The author’s original proof that they do 
has been considerably simplified by G. M. Kelly, whose stronger result 
appears as Theorem (1.5). In fact, the generality of (1.5) permits a con- 
siderably broader setting for the discussion of dual functors than that in 
which Fuks, Mityagin, and Svarc operate: duals are obtained not only for 
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strong K-valued functors defined on K, but also for arbitrary K-valued 
functors defined on a category based on K. 
Basic category concepts and notational conventions are set forth in Sec- 
tion 1. In the same section appear the inverse limit representation (implicit 
in [ZJ]) of the class of natural transformations between two functors, the 
criterion for this class to he a set, and a double limit theorem. ,4utonomous 
categories are unveiled in section 2. The Yoneda lemma for categories based 
on autonomous categories, its converse, and some refinements occupy 
Section 3. A slight variant of Svarc’s notion of a D-category is exposed in 
Section 4; in the same section, the fundamental theorem on the existence of 
dual functors and a generalisation of the 1’Iityagin&arc embedding theorem 
are proved. The last section deals mainly with examples. Incidentally, the 
reader unfamiliar with the classical Yoneda lemma for set-valued functors 
may familiarise himself with it by reading (3.3) after setting K :- sets 
and deleting the word “strong,” or by consulting ([J], Section 5.3), ([Y], 
Section 0.4) or [ 151. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
I f  A and H are two objects of a category K, we denote the class of K-mor- 
phisms from A to B by K(A, R). Given a functor F : L-K between two 
categories L and K, we write FAB: L(A, B) + K(F,4, FB) for the associated 
functions on the classes of morphisms. F is calledfuZZ if each F,, is surjective, 
f&QzfuZ if each F,, is injective. The category K is legitimate if each K(A, B) 
is a set. 
A class <! of objects in a category K is a generating family if, given two 
morphisms f, g E K(A, B), with f  + g, there is a K-morphism h from some 
object in 9 to A for which fh f  g/z. A generating family is SWUZZZ if it is a set 
and each K(G, A4) is a set whenever G E 9, A E K. Any category having a 
small generating family is easily seen to be legitimate. An object G E K 
is a generator if {G) is a small generating family. It is readily proved that an 
object G in a legitimate category K is a generator if and only if the functor 
K(G, -) : K - S (throughout this paper, S denotes the (legitimate) category 
of sets) is faithful, and that, if G is a generator, the K-morphismf is a mono- 
morphism (resp. epimorphism) whenever K(G,f) is (the converse may be 
false for epimorphisms). 
Cogenerating family, small cogenerating family, and cogenerator are 
defined dually, and the dual results, whose precise formulation we leave to 
the reader to explicate, are valid. 
The arrow category 1 is the category having two objects, D and R, say, 
and three maps: id,, id, , and D - R. The category L1 of functors from the 
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arrow category to the category L (with natural transformations as mor- 
phisms)-in general, we shall write KL for the (often illegitimate) category of 
K-valued functors on L-may be interpreted as the category of L-morphisms, 
where a mapping g, : X -+ A’ between two L-morphisms h : X + Y, 
A’ : X’ + Y’ is given by a pair of L-morphisms 
lpD:X+X’, lpR: Y+Y’ 
making a commutative diagram 
XA X’ 
A -‘+ h’. 
? ! 
Y-J%- Y' 
Each functor T : K + L1 may be interpreted as a natural transformation 
from the functor 
K ‘+ 
D 
LJ - L (here D(h : X+ Y) = X) 
to the functor 
K ‘+ 
R 
LIB L (here R(h : X--+ Y) = Y). 
In particular, the functions FAB associated with a functor F : L -+ K between 
legitimate categories may be viewed as the values of a functor 
F#:K*xK+Sl (S denotes the category of sets). (1.0) 
It is sometimes useful to view the morphisms of the category L as the objects 
of a twisted morphism category A quite different from Lt. Namely, if h : X -+ Y 
and A’ : X’ + Y’ are two L-morphisms, define A@, A’) to be the set of all 
pairs p = (vo , (Pi) of L-morphisms 
cp,,:x’-+x, qJR : Y-+ Y’ 
making a commutative diagram 
x - Jc --P A’. 
I I 
YP)R Y’ 
The natural transformations between two functors will be seen to con- 
stitute the inverse limit of a certain functor defined on the twisted morphism 
category. By the iwevse (or p~+xtirx) Emit of a functor 6: : d -+ K is meant 
an object lim F of K, uniquely determined, if it exists, by the follo\ving 
requiremen;l”For anv object X of K, write 8 for the constant functor from 
A to K sending each object of A to S and each ~-~nor~I~ism to idc. The 
-;I- requirement is that there should be a natural transformation 7 : (@IF) -+ F 
of such a sort that the function 
(where the first function uses each K-morphism as a constant natural trans- 
formation, and the second is composition with ‘1) is a one-one correspondence 
for each object Z of K. 
(Similarly, the direct (or i~~ect~~e) &r/if of 3’ : A - + K is an object iim P 
of K, uniquely determined, if it exists, by the requirement that there% a 
naturai. t~a~~sforIl~atio]l v : F 
5--- 
---)r (hmF) yielding a one-one correspondence 
between K(I$ I+‘, Z) and n.t. ($72) for each object % of K.) 
Fvor,z this point OH, the symbols K, L, and M will be used only to designate 
legitimate categories. Xow let two functors I;‘, G : L +- K be given. Define a 
set-valued functor E~(; : A -+ S on the txvisted morp~~ism category A of L 
by the formulas 
n&) = K(FX, GY), 4~) == W&d, GbJ)> (1.1) 
where 
x E L(X, Y), yj = (q, , Pn) E fl(k 0 
(This means that if 01 E K(FX, GY) =.- ~~~~~) and A’ E L(X’, Y’), ~~&FG((D) a) 
is the composite 
There is in all events a (perhaps proper) class deserving to be called the 
projective Emit of the functor nFC; , namely, the class of all families (s~)~,~ 
satisfying the conditions 
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Proof. To see that the family (zidx)rEL is a natural transformation from 
F to G, remark to begin with that zid is a K-morphism from FX to GX. 
It remains to show that each L-morthism h : X---f Y gives a commutative 
diagram 
To this end, define A-morphisms q~ : id, -+ A, $ : idy+ h by the diagrams 
Making two applications of (1.2), we have 
G(A) . zidX = G(X) . .zidX . WJ = &v) (+J = zA 
= %&) 6% ,,) = GW,) - zid y * F(A) = %id y * F(A), (1.4) 
which shows that (~+~,)~~n is a natural transformation. 
To finish the proof, we define a function n.t. (F, G) + lim +o by assign- 
ing to each natural transformation 7 : F --f G the family (TA)nti given by 
~a= -qu. F(h) = G(X) . r], E K(FX, GY) (A E w, w 
To verify that nFo.(~) (Q) = qA’ , whenever CJJ = (pD , pR) : X -+ A’ is a 
A-morphism, consider the inclined plane 
GY 
481-4 
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and calculate: 
since 9)s . h . vD -= A’. 
It is clear that the composition 
n.t. (F, G) - l$r nFc -+ n.t. (F, G) 
is the identity, since T~,~, = T~. That the composition 
is the identity is due to the fact that if 7 is the natural transformation given 
by qx = zidX for a family (z~)~~~ satisfying (1.2), the definition of qA and the 
first half of (1.4) yield qA = G(h) 7x = G(X) . zidX = z, This completes 
the proof of (1.3). 
The reader will observe that the legitimacy of L was nowhere used in this 
argument. 
In Section 4 a strong criterion is needed for the natural transformations 
between two functors to constitute a set. Such a criterion can be obtained 
from a variant of our generalization of the Mityagin-&arc embedding theo- 
rem (cf. (4.16) and ([22], Lemma 5 and Theorem 8)). We are very grateful 
to G. M. Kelly, however, for most kindly having drawn the following broader 
and more simply proved theorem to our attention. 
(1.5) THEOREM. Let F, G : L + K be two functors. The class n.t. (F, G) of 
natural transformations from F to G constitutes a set provided either 
(i) K has a generator and F has a left adjoint, or 
(ii) K has a cogenerator and G has a right adjoint, OY 
(iii) L has a generator and F has a right adjoint, or 
(iv) L has a cogenerator and G has a left adjoint. 
Proof (due to G. nI. Kelly). It suffices to give the proof under hypothe- 
ses (i) or (iii), since (ii) and (iv) are dual to these. Assuming that F has a left 
adjoint P (resp. a right adjoint R), we will establish 
n.t. (F, G) z n.t. (idK , GP), (1.6) 
n.t. (F, G) z n.t. (idL , RG). (1.7) 
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It therefore suffices to know 
(1.8) LEMMA. If Q : M + M is a functor and M has a generator, then 
n.t. (idM , Q) constitutes a set. 
Proof of Lemma. Let Z be a generator in M, and write .z(X) = M(Z, X). 
The functor x is faithful. Hence the passage 4 -+ z+ gives an injection of 
nt. (id,, Q) into n.t. (z, zQ) (here (~4)~ = ~$4~)). By the Yoneda lemma, 
the latter class is in one-one correspondence with the set M(Z,QZ), q.e.d. 
For the proof of (1.6), two applications of the Yoneda lemma and one 
application of adjointness deliver 
n.t. (F, G) z n.t. x, .W’, FX), WY, G-V) 
g n.t. x, y(L(PY, X), WY, GX)) = n.t. K GPY) 
I- n.t. (idK , GP). = 
To prove (1.7), a second glance at (1.2) will convince the reader that 
I@ ?zFG = a. x.~(L(-K V, K(FX, GY)). 
Then, using (1.3) and adjointness, we have 
n.t. (F, G) z n.t. x. #4X, Y), V’X, W) 
g n.t. x, r(L(X, Y), L(X, RGY)) g n.t. (idL , RG). 
REMARKS. 1. With only minor modifications in the proof of Lemma (1.8), 
we may replace the assumption “has a generator” by “has a small generating 
family.” The hypotheses of (1 S) may therefore be similarly weakened. 
2. (1.6) and (1.7) are susceptible to the following generalization. Consider 
functors .in the configuration 
Assume that L is left adjoint to R. Then 
n.t. (fR g) = n.t. (f, gL), 
n.t. (LF, G) s n.t. (F, RG). (1.9) 
The patterns of the proofs of (1.9) closely resemble those of (1.6) and (1.7), 
respectively. 
3. A common generalization of the two formulas of (1.9) is 
n .t. (LF, gl) s n.t. (Fr, Kg), (1.10) 
where I is left adjoint to 1’. This can be proved using (I .9). We allow the 
reader to formulate the requisite configuration of the functors involved. 
One last comment on inverse limits (compare [16], Prop. 4.3): 
(1.11) PROPOSITION. Let F : A, x A, ---f K be a functor (“of two variu- 
bles”) .from the product A, Y AZ of A, and A, to K. De$ne functors 
bY 
F1:A1-K“” and F2:A2-K3’ 
F,(h) (PI =: JR PI = FdcL) (4. 
I-Zssume that I$ E; and &n E; exist (as objects of K”” and KA1, respec- 
tively). Then if any one of the limits 
l&r (19 F,), l& (l&l FJ, l&IF 
exists in K, they all do and are isomorphic. 
Proof sketch. The definition of inverse limits transports the limits of the 
theorem to certain inverse systems of sets, namely, the sets of morphisms 
from an arbitrary object 2 to the various objects F(X, CL). So it is sufficient 
to know the result when K = S, and there it is verified in straightforward 
fashion with the use of elements. 
2. AUTONOMOUS CATEGORIES 
A category K equipped with functors satisfying conditions listed in axioms 
(Al)-(A5) below will be what we mean by an autonomous category. (See [B] 
and [9], Section 0.5.13 for variants ) Begin by requiring 
(Al) A faithful functor K- S, called the underlying set functor, and 
(A2) a functor Horn : K* x K --f K, called the lifted horn functor. 
The underlying set functor is denoted by absolute value bars: 1 A / is referred 
to as the underlying set of the K-object A, and j f 1 : I A I ---z / B j is the 
underlying function of the K-morphism f  : A -B. To be justified in inter- 
preting Horn (A, B) as the set K(A, B) converted into an object of K, we 
require that 
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(A3) the diagram 
I I 
commutes to within natural equivalence. 
In such a setting, it is reasonable to define tensor products as the values 
of a functor adjoint to Horn. The existence of such an adjoint will ensure 
that Horn behaves well with respect to limits. Therefore, defining the functor 
Q, : K--f K by GA(X) = Horn (A, X), we require, for each object A of K, 
(A4) a functor ZA : K --f K, strongly adjoint to QA in the sense that there 
be a natural equivalence Horn (ZAX, Y) s Horn (X, Q,Y) (it is equivalent 
to require that C, be adjoint to Qn, in the usual sense, and that each one-one 
correspondence K(.ZAX, Y) s K(X, Qn,Y) be the underlying function of 
some (necessarily unique) isomorphism 
Horn (ZaX, Y) s Horn (X, Qn,Y)). 
Agree to call a functor F : K -+ K strong (here K need only satisfy (Al)- 
(A3)) if each function FAB (see Section 1) is the underlying function of some 
(necessarily unique) K-morphism FAB : Horn (A, B) + Horn (FA, FB) 
(again, it is equivalent to require that there be a functor F : K* x K -+ KL 
of such a sort that the composite 
F 
K* x K-K” II1 l Sl 
be the functor F# of (1 .O). 
The fact, pointed out by Jon Beck, that both Q, and Z* are strong functors 
is a consequence of the following lemma, known also to G. M. Kelly [a]. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Two functors F, G: K -tK that are strongly adjoint are 
themselves in fact strong. 
Proof. We have a natural equivalence 
Horn (FY, X) z Horn (Y, GX). 
Consider this equivalence at the level of the underlying sets. Taking 
X = FY, let 01 : Y + GFY be the map corresponding to id,; similarly, 
taking Y = GX, let p : FGX -+ X be the map corresponding to id,. We 
obtain morphisms 
Horn (X, a) 
Horn (X, Y) - Horn (X, GFY) 5 Horn (FX, FY) 
Horn (8, Y> Horn (X, Y) - Horn (FGX, Y) & Horn (GX, GY) 
whose underlying functions are obviously F,, and GXY, respectively. 
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(2.2) c OROLLARY. 52, and Z; are stroq functors, ifa say category for which 
(Al)-(A4f are ful$lled. 
(2.3) REMARKS. (i) writing .EAX = X @ A, we have 
zL3 ’ r.4 zs ‘I=;4l$p t Q,.Q,ZQ52,@,. 
(ii) The canonical maps 01: Y + fz, * E:,Y and /3 : Zd . ft, Y -+ Y may 
be viewed, respectively, as the universal bilinear map Y + Horn (A, Y @ A) 
and as the evaluation map Horn (A, X) @I A -* X. 
(iii) The strength of Q, , i.e., the family of morphisms 
Horn (B, C) -+ Horn (QAB, Gn,C) = Horn (Horn (A, R), Horn (A, Cl), 
corresponds, under ad-~oi~~tness, to a family of morphisms 
Horn (B, C) @ Nom (A, B) -+ Horn (A, C), 
which is nothing more nor less than a strong composition rule for the cate- 
gory K. 
The questions whether the functor QA defined by JZA(X) = Horn (X, A) 
is strong, whether there is a functor ZIA satisfying J?(X) = A @ X, whether, 
if there is one, it is strong or even naturally equivalent to Zk , cannot be 
answered without further assumptions. These questions are all related, how- 
ever, to the question whether the functors -L?, commute with one another, as 
the following proposition shows. 
ensures the presence of all three; moreover, if any of them is natural i?a B, then 
they all are and 2? is a strong functor;J”inally, if any of them is natural in b&A 
and B, they all are and Qc is a strmg functor, for each object C. 
Proof. If A @J B s B @J A, (2.3) (i) shows .ZA.ZB g L’,ZA . If 
ZA.XB g .?ZBZa , the fact that passage to strong acfijoints reverses composition 
shows L&52, z L?/&?, . Finally, if Q,Qn, z .Q,Q, , (2.3) (i) again shows 
Q,&B c J&@,& composing with the underlying set functor, we have 
K(A @ B, .--,-) s K(B @ A, -), and an application of the Yoneda theory 
yields A @ 23 ::= B @ A. The preservation of naturality in one or both 
variables is clear. 
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If now the first relation is natural in B, we have ZA s Z* , and so .ZA is 
strong. If  the third relation is natural in both A and B, we have an equi- 
valence, natural in A, B, and C: 
i.e., 
Horn (A, Horn (B, C)) GZ Horn (B, Horn (A, C)), 
Horn (A, QcB) g Horn (B, QcA). 
By the dual of (2.1), the functor Q ‘, being strongly adjoint to itself on the 
right, must be strong. 
To insure the availability of the equivalences envisioned in (2.4), and their 
consequences, we add one more axiom. 
(A5) the usual one-one correspondence of sets 
VI A 1, %I B I> I C IN = S(l A I x I B I, I C I) z W B Iv WI A I, I C I)) 
induces a one-one correspondence between the subsets 
KG% Horn (4 Cl) E W A I, W, C)) E S(l A 0 S(I B 0 I C I)) 
and 
W, Horn (4 0 G %I B I, WA, C)) 5 S(l B I, S(l A I, I C I)), 
a one-one correspondence, moreover, which is the underlying function of 
some isomorphism in K.(It is equivalent to require an equivalence of functors 
QAln, z sZ,Q, of such a sort that each diagram 
I s2,QBC I A Is;r,Q~Cl 
l’-’ l= 
KM Horn (B, C)) W, Horn (A, C)) 
WI A I> &I: I> I C I)) 2 SO B I, &I: I, I C I)) 
commutes.) 
Having imposed this requirement, we obtain immediately 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. In an autonomous category (one satisfying (AI)-(A 
both ,Z* and .@ are strong functors-indeed, Z*r ZA-and each of the 
equivalences of (2.4) is available. Moreover, no nonidentity automorphism of 
iterated tensor products results from compositions of the “commutative” and 
“associative” equivalences. 
Proof. The first statement is obvious. The second is due to the faith- 
fulness of the underlying set functor and the fact that the commutativity 
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Qn-Q, .g S,Q, was so rigged as to be good on the underlying sets. This 
presents a solution of sorts to the coherence problem ([lo]; solved in [ZI]) 
posed by MacLane. 
3. THEYONEDA LEMMA 
If K is an autonomous category, a K-based category (also, a K-category or a 
category based on K) is a category L together with a functor 
Horn L:L* x L-K 
having the two properties 
(i) I Horn &J, B) I z L(A B); 
(ii) each composition rule L(A, B) --f S(L(B, C), L(A, C)) is the under- 
lying function of some (unique) morphism 
Horn L(A, B) + Horn (Horn L(B, C), Horn L(A, C)). 
Because of (A5), (ii) is equivalent to the requirement that each composition 
rule L(B, C) --f S(L(A, B), L(A, C)) be th e underlying function of a mor- 
phism 
Horn L(B, C) + Horn (Horn L(A, B), Horn L(A, C)). 
Let F and G be two functors L --f M with values in a K-based category M 
(L can be arbitrary, for the moment). The set valued functor nFG defined 
in (1 ,I) on the twisted morphism category /I of L can, as Svarc [13] noted, 
be lifted to a functor IV,, : /l + K satisfying ( NFG ( g lzFG by setting 
NFG(X) = Horn ,(b’X, GY) (A E WC Y)) 
N&F) = Horn ~F(Q+A WA) (9 = (%I > FJR) E 44 w 
Let Horn (F, G) stand for lim NFG , provided this limit exists. The 
following alternative descriptioz of Horn (F, G), suggested by MacLane, 
may afford greater insight. Among all configurations of the type: 
object H of K equipped with morphisms (P~)*~,. 
for which each diagram 
Horn ,(FX, GX) 
H Horn M(FX, GY) 
Horn ,(FY, GY) 
commutes, whenever h E L(X, Y) and X, Y E L, 
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ask for a maximal one. Precisely, define a map of one such configuration 
(H, (p,,,)) to another (J, (qr)) to be a K-morphism f  : H-t J satisfying 
4x.f =Pi the obvious composition rule makes a category out of these 
configurations, and the maximal one for which we ask is any terminal object 
([IO], p. 42) of this category. It turns out that 
such a terminal object exists if and only if lim N,o 
exists, and the two are naturally isomorphic. 
t (3.0) 
For, if (H, (px)) is a terminal object, the compositions 
Horn &FX, G(A)) * p, : H -+ Horn &FX, GY) = N,,(h) 
make H an inverse limit of NFG; and if NFG has an inverse limit, throwing 
away all the maps lim NFG --f N&X) but those in which h is an identity 
map yields a terminz configuration. The finer details of this argument are 
too similar to the proof of (1.3) to bear repeating. 
It is clear on the face of it that, without added assumptions, there is no way 
of knowing either that Horn (F, G) exists, or, for that matter, whether, 
when it does exist, its underlying set has anything to do with natural trans- 
formations fromF to G. Both the Yoneda lemma below and Proposition (1.5) 
give useful information in this connection. Before being able to state the 
Yoneda lemma, however, we must extend the notion of strong functor to 
functors between K-categories. 
So suppose L and M are two K-based categories. A functor F : L -+ M 
is strong if each function F,, : L(A, B) + M(FA, FB) is the underlying 
function of some (unique) K-morphism 
F AB : Horn ,(A, B) + Horn ,(FA, FB). 
Similarly, F : L --+ M is strongly adjoint to G : M -+ L if there is a natural 
equivalence Horn ,(FY, X) z Horn n( Y, GX). Judicious insertion of the 
subscripts L and M in the proof of Lemma (2.1) delivers a proof of 
(3.1) OBSERVATION. If F : L + M is strongly adjoint to G: M --f L, then 
both F and G are in .fact strong. 
It is clear that each autonomous category K is based upon itself, with 
Horn x = Horn. Moreover, condition (ii) in the definition of K-category 
guarantees that if L is a K-category, the functor Sz, : L + K, defined by 
e,X = Horn L(A, X), is strong, for each A in L, as is the analogously 
defined GA. 
(3.2) REMARK. Let S and Q be objects of K. Ifs E 1 S 1, 
ev, : Horn (S, Q) + Q, 
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the “evaluation at s” morphism, is by definition the image of s under the 
underlying function of the K-morphism S - Horn (Horn (S, Q), Q) cor- 
responding to 
%MllWQ, E: I Hom(Hom(S, Q), Hods, Q)) I 
z I Hom(S, Hom(Hom(S, Q), Q)) I 
One easily checks that, at the level of the underlying sets, 
I ev, I (f) = If  / (4. 
(3.3) THEOREM (Yoneda Lemma). Let K be an autonomous category, let 
L be a K-bused category, and suppose F : L -+ K is a strong functor. Then, for 
each L-object A, Horn (!2, , F) exists-indeed, FA = lim LV~)~~. Moreover, 
each TV E L(A, B), resp. each natural transformation 7 : F= G of strong func- 
tors, yields a commutative diagram 
m -- - ND*F 
where the horizontal maps are the universal projections. 
Proof. Define 
by taking 
cp = ,pF~A : F-A ---t NQAF 
9A : FA --t N,,,(X) = Horn (GAX, FY) 
(here h : X -+ Y) to be the map corresponding, under the equivalence 
Horn (FA, Horn (aAX, FY)) z Horn (llAX, Horn (FA, FY)) 
to either of the (equal) composites 
QAX 2 Horn (FA, FX) 
QAX 
I I 
Horn (FA, FX) 
9 
QAY AY Horn (FA, FY) 
where the maps 9 are due to the strength of F (see the definition of strong 
functor immediately preceding (3.1)). Observe that, at the level of the 
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underlying sets, the maps ya are uniquely determined by the fact that, for 
each 
UEjFA 1 and fg I QS I , 
I I (VF’% I (4 I (f) = I F(X .f) I (4 (3 -4) 
Before checking that this natural transformation makes FA = l$n No,, , 
we indicate the nature of the proof of the naturality assertion, by verifying 
that the first of the stated diagrams does indeed commute. Indeed, for 
a E 1 FA 1, g E I QBX I, and h E L(X, Y), the obvious definition of No,,, 
and two applications of (3.4) yield 
1 1 (hpF * FF’% j  b) 1 (g) = I 1 @%,#)A 1 (1 (‘pF7% I k>> I (8 
= I I W’% I (4 I kP) = I WkP) I (4 
= I W!d I (I F(P) I (4) = I I bF% I (I FM I (4) I k). 
Using the faithfulness of the underlying set functor twice, we obtain success- 
ively 
and so the first diagram commutes. The proof for the second is similar, and 
will be omitted. 
To see that v = ?FpA makes FA = 1E No,, , we must see that the 
composite, for each Z in K, 
given by 
@ : K(Z, FA) -+ n.t. (Z,pz) -+ n.t. (2, NnAF), 
(@@))A = p?A YC:Z+FA+N,,,(~), (3.5) 
is a one-one correspondence. To this end, we exhibit the function ?P inverse 
to @. Namely, if t : 2-t NOA,, set 
Y(t) = evidA . tidA :Z-+Hom(Qn,A,FA)--+FA. (3.6) 
(3.7) The following composition is the identity: 
%A FA - N,,,(id,) = Horn @AA, FA) eVidA FA. 
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Indeed, for each a t 1 F/I 1, and dispensing with the absolute value bars, 
~~~,(a) is the map QJ +FA sending [ to F(i) (cz). Hence 
That the composite $t’ @ is the identity is now an immediate consequence 
of (3.7). Indeed, for s E K(Z, F/I), we have 
by (3.6), (3.5), and (3.7), in succession. 
That the composite @ Y/ is the identity is the consequence of a more 
involved argument. It suffices, of course, to establish (@ . Y(t)), = tA for 
each t : Z-t NoA, and h E L(X, Y). These are both maps 
Z---f Horn (QAX, FY), 
and so it is in fact enough, because of the faithfulness of the underlying set 
functor, to know 
I I (@yr(t)h I (xl I (f) = I I tA I (4 I (f) (3.8) 
for each x E 1 Z ( andft I Q,X 1 z L(A, X). For greater legibility, we again 
dispense with the absolute value bars around morphisms. 
Define A-morphisms y  : X - Af, 8 : idA ---f Af by 
Y- Y A------+Y 
idy Af 
Since t is a natural transformation, the definitions of NQA,(y) and NoA, 
guarantee the commutativity of the left-hand triangles in the diagram 
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That the right-hand portions of the diagram commute is evident from the 
definition of evaluation. Remark also that the lower leg of the diagram (3.9) 
sends z to (tn(z)) (f). Hence 
(3.10) 
On the other hand, use, successively, of (3.5), (3.4), and (3.6) yields 
(3.11) 
Comparison of (3.11) with (3.10) delivers (3.8) as desired, and completes the 
proof. 
REMARK. Taking K = S and recalling (1.3), we see that the classical 
Yoneda lemma for set-valued functors is included in (3.3). 
That the conclusions of the Yoneda lemma fail for functors that are not 
strong is due to the following converse result. 
(3.12) THEOREM (Converse to the Yoneda lemma). Let K be an autono- 
mous category, let L be a K-based category, and let F : L -+ K be any functor. 
Suppose, for each L-object A, that Horn (Q, , F) exists, and that the map 
Horn (Q, , F) 3 N,,,(id,) = Horn (Q,A, FA) - FA 
evidA 
is an isomorphism (compare (3.7)). Then F is strong. 
(3.13) 
Proof. It suffices to establish 
I. The functor Horn (Q, , F) sending A to Horn (Q, , F) is always 
strong, and 
II. The maps (3.13) always constitute a natural transformation 
Horn (Q, , F) + F (even natural in F). 
For the hypotheses then guarantee that F is naturally equivalent to the 
strong functor Horn (52, , F). 
To prove I, note first that each map p : A + B yields a natural transfor- 
mation N, F : NDAF --j N,,, , hence induces a map 
P 
Horn (Q, , F) -+ Horn (Q, , F) 
between the inverse limits. The desired morphism 
Qn,B --) Horn (Horn (QA , F), Horn (~2~ , F)) 
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having this effect on the undertying sets is the one corresponding under 
strong adjointness to the morphism 
determined by the A-indexed family of mor~h~sms 
each of which corresponds, under the strong adjointness, to the composition 
of id @ hth projection @ id, the co~nmutative isomorphism, id @ composi- 
tion (cf. 2.3 iii}, and evaluation (cf. 2.3 ii). 
To prove If, consider the following diagram, where pl : A -+ 3, and the 
maps are explained below: 
1 
Hom(S2,, F) e Hom(i2,A ,[A} 
2 ------B FA 
I 
----A 
9 Hom(Qp , F) Horn&?.& FB) ------+ Hom(JZ,A, FB) 3 
81 
6 
-----GA I 
Fp. 
HomtJ&, F) 7 Hom(JZ,B, I%) 11 FB 
Maps 1,5, and 10 are the projections to ~*.*~(i~~), iSaAF(idS), and l~~~~(i~~), 
respectivery; maps 2, 7, and 11 are the maps evidA or eVi,s; and maps 4, 6, 
and 8 are induced by Fp, Q,p, and fz,*B, respectively. For various elementary 
reasons, including (3.2) and the definition of Horn (52, ,F), a11 the small 
squares commute, q.e.d. 
(3.14) REMARK. If K is a D-category (cf. Section 4), Horn (L?, , F) is 
always available, and the natural transformation afforded by (3.13) provides 
a one-one correspondence 
n.t. (G, Horn (L2, ,F)) -5 n.t. (G,F) 
whenever G is strong. Indeed, given t : G -+ F, the maps 
t,’ : GA -+ Horn (Sz, ,F) 
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making up the uniquely corresponding transformation t’ : G -+ Horn (Qn, , F) 
are precisely those whose compositions with the projections 
Horn PA , F) - NQ,F@) (A : x-t Y) 
are the maps GA -+ Horn (sZ,X, FY) corresponding by adjointness to any 
of the equal compositions 
GA@Q,X-GX-FX 
? 
id @ Dn,h /GA tx / Fh 
GA @ Q,,Y -GY -+ FY 
tY 
where the two leftmost horizontal maps are due to the strength of G. 
Thus the inclusion of the category (KL)s of strong K-valued functors on L 
in the category KL of all K-valued functors on L has, when K is a D-category, 
a right adjoint, namely, the functor assigning the value Horn (Sz, , F) to the 
functor F. 
More is true. The one-one correspondence indicated above is clearly 
induced by a natural transformation r~~n~,,,(o,,~) + no,; this natural trans- 
formation can in fact be lifted to a transformation between the corresponding 
N functors. Consequently, whenever Horn (G, Horn (Q, , F)) and 
Horn (G, F) both exist, and providing the underlying set functor of K 
rejlects isomorphisms (in the sense: f  is an isomorphism if 1 f  / is), the indicated 
one-one correspondence comes from an isomorphism between 
Horn (G, Horn (52, , F)) and Horn (G, F). 
So it appears that this right adjoint is trying its best, in the face of a severe 
set theoretical handicap, to be strongly right adjoint. This phenomenon will 
be seen again when we discuss dual functors (cf. (4.8)). 
We turn our attention now to two small refinements of the Yoneda lemma. 
(3.15) COROLLARY (Supernaturality lemma). Assume that the underlying 
set functor of the autonomous category K preserves inverse limits. Let L be a 
K-category, F : L + K a strong .functor, and A un object of L. Then every 
natural transformation from / fin, 1 to 1 F j comes from a unique natural trans- 
formation Q, -+ F. If, in addition, the underlying set functor rejects isomor- 
phisms, each natural equivalence ) Q, ( % 1 F 1 comes from an equivalence 
Q!,%F. 
Proof. By (3.3), we have, on the one hand, using (1.3), 
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The Yoneda lemma for set-valued functors, on the other hand, yields 
/ FA ~ 1 F ~ (A) E n.t. (1 Q, 1 , ~ F i). 
The compatibility of these identifications with the “inclusion” 
1l.t. (Q, , F) + n.t. (I Q, i, /F ~) 
is obvious and establishes the first part of the corollary. The second part is 
an immediate consequence of the first part and the meaning of “reflects 
isomorphisms,” which is: j . f  / invertible * f  invertible. 
REMARK. With this corollary, we recover the strong form of the Yoneda 
lemma for set-valued functors, for additive, abelian group-valued functors 
on additive categories, for pointed, pointed set-valued functors on pointed 
categories, etc. 
(3.16) COROLLARY. If the underlyi?z<g set functor sf the autonomous cate- 
gory K is representable, i e , if there is an object G and an equivalence 
I X / E K(G, X), then the natural transformation Q, + id, aflorded by 
supernaturality is an equivalence, and the natural equivalence -C, E idK cor- 
responding to it by atljointness preserves the coherence of iterated tensor products. 
Proof. Recall that representable functors preserve inverse limits. Con- 
sequently, the supernaturality lemma (3.15) with L = K, F = idK , and 
iz =- G, is indeed applicable. If  7 is the natural transformation Q, - idK 
so obtained, an inverse for the map vx : Horn (G, X) - X is the 
map X + Horn (G, X) corresponding to id, under the equivalence 
1 Horn (X, Horn (G, X)) j s 1 Horn (G, Horn (X, X)) / 
g K(G, Horn (X, X)) 
g 1 Horn (X, X) 1 g K(X, X). 
(The verification that this map and vx are in fact mutually inverse can easily 
be carried out by the reader at the level of the underlying set j X 1.) The 
coherence statement is a consequence of the fact that, at the level of the 
underlying sets, 71 is just the given equivalence K(G, X) 2 ( X 1. 
4. D-CATEGORIES AND DUALITY OF FUNCTORS 
(:orollary (3.16) begs the question: “When is the underlying set functor 
representable ?” IYe give two answers. For the first, observe that any functor 
R : K + K (on the autonomous category K) which is strongly representable, in 
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the sense that R g Q, for some r E K, has a strong adjoint (namely, &.). 
The converse is true if and only if the underlying set fun&or is representable. 
Indeed, if every functor with a strong adjoint is strongly representable, 
idI( (which is its own strong adjoint) is strongly representable; so idK g Qo 
for some G, and so / X 1 g j Qn,X 1 E K(G, X). Conversely, if G represents 
the underlying set functor, (3.16) h s ows Q, E idK . Then if R has strong 
adjoint L, take r = L(G); immediately obtain 
Qn,X s Horn (L(G), X) z Horn (G, RX) g RX. 
The second answer involves Freyd’s Special Adjoint Functor Theorem 
(briefly, SAFT) ([3], p. 89), and necessitates the assumptions that the auto- 
nomous category K has a cogenerator, and that all small inverse limits are 
present in K. According to SAFT, the underlying set functor has an adjoint 
if it preserves inverse limits. On the other hand, if 9 : S -+ K is adjoint to 
the underlying set functor, then 3(pt.) represents the underlying set func- 
tor, and since a representable functor preserves inverse limits, we see that 
for an autonomous category with a cogenerator and small inverse limits, it is 
equivalent to say that the underlying set functor has an adjoint, is representable, 
or preserves inverse limits. 
DEFINITION. An autonomous category is a D-category if 
(Dl) it has a cogenerator 
(D2) the underlying set functor preserves inverse limits 
(D3) the underlying set functor tests for the existence of inverse limits. 
The meaning of (D3) is that for each F : d + K, the existence of lim 1 F 1 
is a sufficient condition for the existence of lim F. Its necessity is pro&aimed 
by (D2). (D3) ensures, in particular, the exis&ce of all small inverse limits, 
and so (Dl), (D2), and SAFT show that the underlying set functor is repre- 
sentable and has an adjoint, so that supernaturality and the conclusion of 
(3.16) are available in a D-category. Notice that (D2), (D3), and (1.3) imme- 
diately validate the following observation (cf. Section 3). 
(4.1) TRIVIALITY. Let K be a D-category and M a K-based category. For 
any two functors F, G : L-t M, Horn (F, G) exists ;f  and only ;f  n.t. (F, G) 
constitutes a set (suficient conditions for this to be the case appear in (IS)), 
and in that case, 
n.t. (F, G) g 1 Horn (I;, G) j . 
Fixing an object C in the autonomous category K and writing X* for 
Horn (X, C), we have an equivalence 
Horn (A, B*) s Horn (B, A*) (natural in A and B). (4.2) 
481-s 
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It is in large measure this equivalence that tempts one to think of the con- 
travariant functor * as a dualization functor. In precisely the same way, we 
should like to have dualization functors 9 on the (perhaps illegitimate) 
category KL of K-valued functors on the category L, satisfying 
Horn (F, 59G) g Horn (G, 9F) (natural in F and G). (4.3) 
Unfortunately, since there is no guarantee that either of these K-objects 
exists (except under the special circumstances stated in (3.3) (4.1)), a con- 
dition must be found to replace (4.3), one, moreover, which will entail (4.3) 
whenever either side makes sense. Proposition (1.11) assures us that the fol- 
lowing condition, in which A is the twisted morphism category of L, will 
serve. 
There are functors .NFG : A x A + K, 
natural in F and G, satisfying 
N GPF = l$ (JVFG)~, NFsc = 1% (~Vo)a. (4.3’) 
I f  the underlying set functor of the autonomous category K is represented 
by the object G, then any contravariant functor * : K - K satisfying (4.2) 
is uniquely determined by its value at G; indeed, setting G* = C, we have 
X* g Horn (G, X*) z Horn (X, G*) = Horn (X, C). 
In the same way, provided L is a K-category and the functor 9 satisfying (4.3’) 
takes strong functors as values, 9 is uniquely determined by its values at the 
functors Q, and the transformations Q, . Indeed, writing nA = 9.QA and 
rf = SBQr, the assumed strength of 9F, the Yoneda lemma, and (4.3) yield: 
(9F) (A) g Horn (Q, , BF) z Horn (F, B2,) g Horn (F, rA), 
(9F) (f) z Horn (Q, , 9F) c Horn (F, 9.Qf) g Horn (F, nf), 
(9~)~ = Horn (fin, , %) = Horn (q,9.Q,) G Horn (77, r,J. 
Moreover, 
(4.4) 
nA(S) = SQ,(X) s Horn (Q, , nx) g rX(A), (4.5) 
so that n : L )< L ---t K defined by ,(X, A) = nA(X) is a symmetric functor, 
in that sense tensor-product-like. 
The fundamental theorem on the existence of dual functors presents 
sufficient conditions on K and on the L-indexed family of functors mA for 
there to be a dualization functor 9 on KL sending .Qn, to nA and satisfying 
(4.3’). The crucial observation motivating the choice of conditions is that if 
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each rA has a right adjoint and if the autonomous category K satisfies axioms 
Dl and D3, there are no more existence problems surrounding Horn (F, TV). 
The stronger assumption that K be a D-category is made to facilitate veri- 
fications, since it ensures that n.t. (F, rA) s 1 Horn (F, TV) 1; we do not know 
whether it can in fact be weakened. 
(4.6) THEOREM. Let K be a D-category, let L be a K-based category, and let 
m : L x L -+ K be a functor. Writing rrA and rrA for the functors L --f K defined 
by rA(X) = r(X, A), rA(X) = a(A, X), assume that rA is strong, has a right 
adjoint, and is equivalent, naturally in A, to wA. Then there is an essentially 
unique contravariant functor k@= : KL + (KL)s satisfying (4.3’) and having 
equivalences 
%$A &% =A , natural in A. (4.7) 
Proof. We consider the question of uniqueness to have been settled by 
the discussion preceding the theorem. Let us therefore define Bz = 9 by 
equations (4.4). It is then not hard to check that each 9F is a functor, nor, 
for that matter, that 9 itself is a contravariant functor. Let us prove, how- 
ever, that each 9F is strong. To establish the strength of QF, we must 
exhibit a map 
Horn =(A, B) + Horn (!2FA, 9FB) = Horn (Horn (F, rA), Horn (F, rJ) 
whose underlying function sends f : A + B to 9F( f). Since 
Hom(Hom(F, VA), Hom(F, vB)) = Hom(Hom(F, nA), I@ NFng) 
s l@ Hom(Hom(F, mA)9 NF,&)), 
it is enough to define a compatible family of maps 
FA : Horn L(A, B) + Hom(Hom(F, nA), NFng(A)) (A E A). 
Do this by taking sA, if X : X -+ Y, to be the map determined by the com- 
position 
Horn L( A, B) @ Hom(F, rA) t 
(strength of vy) @ p, 
Hom(?rYA, ryB) 
@ N,,,A(h) = HOm(?TAY, Z-BY) @ Hom(FX, TAY) - camp Hom(FX 4’) 
= NE&). 
The verification of correct behavior on the underlying sets is left to the reader; 
granting it, 9F is a strong functor. 
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Condition (4.7) is established by the Yoneda lemma and the equivalences 
rA:zn t A natural in A: 
(L?@Q,~) (X) = Horn {f2,f , TX) _g n&q = ?-P(X) g 7rA(X). 
It remains to verify eondition (4.3’). Let X E L(X, I’). Then 
Xf p : A -+ B, write 
By the obvious extension of this notation, we have 
Since Horn preserves inverse limits in the right hand variable (because 
J&m (X, -) has an adjoint), we have 
Similarly, 
is defined by 
we will have 
as required. That this choice of func;ears .NFG is natural in F and G is suf- 
ticientiy clear, so the proof is ended. 
(4.8) REMARK. From the validity of (4.39, we see that 
n.t. (F, 9,,G) z n.t. (G, 9J), 
naturally in F and G, so that ZBV is adjoint to itself on the right. In fact, much 
as in Remark (3.14), the fact that (4.3) is available, as a consequence of (4.3’) 
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and (l.ll), whenever either side makes sense, shows that an is trying to be 
strongly self-adjoint on the right, to the greatest extent possible under the 
circumstances. Incidentally, there is no difficulty in seeing that the passage 
from the tensor-product-like functor = to the r-dualization functor &3n is 
natural with respect to natural transformations among the rr’s. This fact 
awaits exploitation. 
The rest of this section is concerned with the generalization to KL of the 
Mityagin-&arc embedding theorem for the duals of strong functors on 
Banach spaces ([Z2] Theorem 8, Lemma 5). First, however, we must carry 
the reader back to the situation envisioned in Theorem (1.5) under hypo- 
thesis (ii), namely, that of a pair of functors F, G : L -+ K, where G has a 
right adjoint, say w, and K has a cogenerator C. The dualization of the given 
proof that n.t. (F, G) is a set when (i) holds provides a monomorphism 
v  : n.t. (F, G) + K(F(wC), C). 
Explicitly, if t : F --t G is a natural transformation, 
v(t) = ,6 . t,, : F(wC) + G(L) + C, (4.9) 
where /I, as in the proof of (2.1), is the map corresponding under adjointness 
to id,, . In the event that K is a D-category, so that Horn (F, G) exists and 
has n.t. (F, G) as its underlying set, this map ZI is the underlying function 
of the composite K-morphism (necessarily a monomorphism) 
Hom(F, G) - ~&L~) 
= Hom(F(4, G(wC)) ~om(id Hom(F(4, C). 
3 
Of the assumptions that K is a D-category and that C is a cogenerator, let us 
retain the first but drop the second. The map ZI is still defined (at both levels), 
but need no longer be a monomorphism. It will be convenient to write 
X* = Horn (X, C), when X E K, and G* for the functor given by 
G*(X) = (G(X))*, when G E KL. 
(4.10) LEMMA. When K is a D-category and G E KL has a right adjoint, 
then Horn (F, G**) is available. 
Proof. It suffices of course to show that n.t. (F, G**) is a set. Using the 
right adjoint w of G, the fact that * = s2’ is self-adjoint on the right, rela- 
tions (1.9), and the variants of (1.5) and (1.9) available for contravariant func- 
tors, we see that 
n.t. (F, G**) E nt. (Fw, Qc . Q”) z nt. (Q’, Qc *F . W) 
is a set, q.e.d. 
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The transformation G --f G** corresponding by adjointness to id,* yields 
a K-morphism j : Horn (F, G) + Hom (F, G**), natural in F and G. It 
turns out that the dotted arrozu in the triangle 
(F(4) * 
V 
/ 
\ 
\k 
4 
Hom(F, G) + Hom(F, G**) 
/ 
can befilled in (in fact, our original proof that n.t. (F, G) is a set was precisely 
to do such filling in, at the level of the underlying sets or classes, when C 
is a cogenerator, so that j, and hence v, is one-one), provided that L is a 
K-category, that G is strongly adjoint to W, and that F is strong. 
In order to produce the morphism k, we must define a compatible A-in- 
dexed family of morphisms 
kA : F(wC)* ---f Horn (FX, G**Y) (A : X + Y). 
Because of the equivalences 
Horn (FX, G**Y) z Horn (FX @ (GY)*, C) 
g Horn (FX @ Horn (GY, C), C) 
g Horn (FX @ Horn L( Y, WC), C), 
each of the desired k;s is uniquely determined by some 
kA’ : F(wC)* + Horn (FX @ Horn ,J Y, WC), C), 
or, equivalently, by a K-morphism 
ki’ : F(wC)* @ FX <‘j Horn JY, WC) - C. 
Take for kl’ the composite 
F(wC)* @ FX @ Hom L( Y, cd) 5 Horn J I’, WC) @ FX @) (F(wC)*) 
---z Hom(PY, F(wC)) @ FX @(F(4)*) 
+ Horn (FY, F(wC)) @ FY @ (F(wC)*) 
-F(d) @ (F(L)*) -+ C, 
where the maps are due, in order, to the canonical isomorphism, the strength 
of F, F(h), and (twice) the evaluation map p of (2.3) (ii). The kA’s correspond- 
ing to this choice of kl’s are demonstrably compatible in the required manner, 
and therefore yield a morphism k : F(wC)* - Horn (F, G**). 
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To see that i = Ko, it is sufficient to check at the level of the underlying 
sets. The behavior of K there can be expressed as follows. Let a E ] F(wC)* 1, 
XEL,sEIFXI,andfiEI(GX)*I.Th e unique elementfE ) Horn L(X, WC) I 
that corresponds to fi under the strong adjointness is determined by the 
equation 
fi=j3.G(f):GX+G(wC)-+C. (4.11) 
Hence, suppressing absolute value bars where necessary, the natural trans- 
formation K(a) is determined by the equation 
WNX (4 ( fd = We (4). (4.12) 
Consequently, if X, s, fi , and f are as above, and t : F --+ G is a natural 
transformation, we have 
(wwx (4 (fd = WI Wf 11 (s)) = B@ucmf)~ (SN) (4.13) 
from (4.9) and (4.12). The definition ofj, on the other hand, results in 
MtNx (4 (fi) =f&xW (4.14) 
To see that these results are the same, consider the diagram 
(4.15) 
The square commutes because t is a natural transformation, the triangle, 
because of (4.11). The commutativity of (4.15) shows the right hand sides of 
(4.13) and (4.14) to be equal, hence establishes the equality j = Ko. 
The above argument was first carried out in [12] when K = L = Banach 
spaces, G = ZA , and C = the one-dimensional Banach space. So let us 
now replace G by rra . Precisely, assume given a D-category K, a K-based 
category L, a tensor-product-like functor rr satisfying the hypotheses 
of Theorem 4.6, and an object C E K. In addition to the notation 
X* = Horn (X, C) for X E K, write A* = w,C for A E L. 
Define functors .Qnc, .!@’ . KL 77 * + Kr by the formulas 
C%=(F)) (4 = (F(A*N* (AEL) 
PL=W> (f) = Wf *)I* ( f E Lb% B)) 
@?TC(a4 = (77‘4*)* (17 :F+G) 
@?(F)) (A) = Hom(K (nJ**), etc. 
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Indicate the restriction of any of the functors LB,, gmc, 9:” to the sub- 
category (K”),? by prefixing the subscript s. 
(4.16) PROPOSITION. The maps v  and j induce transformations 
which are natural in T and C; moreover, they are monomorphisms whenever C 
is a cogenerator. I f  each T, is strongly adjoint to wA , the map k induces a trans- 
,formation ,5LY2nc * $2/E’ making a commutative triangle: 
Proof sketch. Most of the work has been done. The naturality assertions 
require straightforward computation, which we omit. The monomorphism 
assertion becomes obvious when it is recalled that, at the level of the under- 
lying sets, it is only the monomorphic character of the map v  given by (4.9) 
and the canonical map .Y --f Xx * that is called into question. The commuta- 
tivity of the triangle need only be checked locally, and that has been done. 
5. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
Autonomous categories abound. The category of modules over a commu- 
tative ring, the category of finite abelian groups, the category of finite dimen- 
sional vector spaces, equipped with the obvious underlying set functors, 
the usual group or module structures on the spaces of morphisms, and the 
classical tensor products, are all autonomous. More generally, any equation- 
ally definable class of algebras for which the set of homomorphisms from A 
to B is a subalgebra of BA is autonomous. ‘The category of quasi-topological 
spaces with quasi-continuous maps1 is autonomous. The category of Banach 
spaces, where morphisms are taken to be continuous linear transformations 
of norm not exceeding one, is autonomous. Here the underlying set functor 
assigns to a space its unit disc, the lifted horn functor assigns to I7 and W 
the usual Banach space of bounded linear transformations from I’ to W. 
and I/ (5) W is the Grothendieck-Schatten (projective) tensor product (in 
’ Cf. E. SPANIER, Quasi-topo!ogics. Duke Math. J. 30 (19631, l-14, especially 
‘Tl1corem (4. I). 
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the greatest crossnorm). Other autonomous categories are to be found 
among Kelly’s examples ([8], 5 5). W e a 11 ow the reader to ascertain for 
himself which of the above are D-categories. 
Categories based on autonomous categories are equally common. Every 
autonomous category is, of course, based on itself. Preadditive categories are 
precisely abelian-group-based categories. Pointed categories are just cate- 
gories based on the category of pointed sets. Further examples result from 
the fact that many of the usual constructions on categories preserve K- 
basedness, at least when K is a D-category. In particular, the dual of any 
K-based category is again K-based, and each functor category Ld, where d 
is small, L is K-based, and K is a D-category, is K-based. This results from 
(4.1), as does the fact that if K is a D-category, the functors from any cate- 
gory to K, having right (resp. left) adjoints, form a K-based category (the 
dual of this category may be identified with the category of functors from K 
having left (resp. right) adjoints). 
Tensor-product-like functors on K-based categories are perhaps harder 
to come across by any general procedure. In specific instances, however, 
certain obvious ones suggest themselves. When L = K, for example, it is 
clear that n can be taken to be the tensor product functor Z itself. Actually, 
the complete list of functors n : K x K --f K having the requisite properties 
is easy to obtain: for each object J, define aJ to be the functor sending (A, B) 
to B @ A @ J. The functors 7 : K x K + K satisfying the conditions listed 
in (4.4) and having wA strongly right adjoint to rA are precisely the functors aJ . 
That each oJ is such a functor is self-evident. Conversely, let rr be such a 
functor, and suppose nTA g yrA is strongly adjoint to wA . Set J = r,(G), 
where G represents the underlying set functor of the D-category K. Then 
w,Y z Horn (G, way) G Horn (n,(G), Y), so that wA s ~‘2~~~) and con- 
sequently 7rA z ZrAo g ZIxCA In particular, 
rr,G=nGA=A@irTTGG=A@ J, 
and so 
nAB=B@nAG=B@A@ J=aJ(A,B), 
as asserted. 
For another special instance, take L = K1, where K is a D-category. 
L is K-based, and one easily checks that the inverse limit definition of the 
K-valued horn functor on L forces Hom,( f, g), where f : X’-+ Y’ and 
g : X” ---f Y” are K-morphisms, to be the pullback of the pullback diagram 
Hom(X’, X”) 
Hom(X’, g). 
Hom( Y’, Y”) 
Hod f, Y”) 
+ Horn(X), Y”) 
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At the level of the underlying sets, this is just the set of all pairs of maps 
ql* : X’ - X”, qJR : Y’- Y” for which g . y’o =-= ?R . f .  Now assume K 
has pushouts (finite direct limits), and define r : L x L --f K in “dual” 
fashion by taking V( f,  g) to be the pushout of the pushout diagram 
Y' @ X”. 
(In sets, for example, n(f,g) is obtained from (Y’ x X”) u (X’ x Y”) 
by identifying (fx’, x”) with (x’, gx”). Fuks [4] uses this construction.) The 
functor rrs is strongly adjoint to the functor wg : K ---f L defined by 
w,x = P(g) : PY” - LP-X”. 
This is proved by applying Horn (-, X) to the pushout diagram for 
r,f = n(f, g). The pullback diagram 
Hom(X’ @ Y”, X) 
1 
Hom( Y’ @) X”, X) --f Hom(X’ @ X”, X) 
obtained in this way is easily seen to be equivalent to the pullback diagram 
Hom(X’, QxY”) 
Hom( Y’, P’X”) --f Hom(X’, i&X”) 
defining Horn ,J f, Q’g), and since Horn converts pushouts in the lefthand 
variable to pullbacks, there results the desired equivalence 
Horn (r,f, X) e Horn df, Qxg) 
A similar argument shows that .Q f  : L - K has as strong adjoint the func- 
tor af defined by 
q(X) = Z”f : x @ X’ = FX‘- FY’ -= x @ Y’. 
In this way can be recovered part of the duality theory of [4] for strong 
quasi-topological space-valued functors on the category of quasi-continuous 
functions. 
The explicit computation of the values of dual functors appears to be a 
difficult matter. Proposition (4.16) may b e of use in this connection. We do 
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not use it, however, in the following explicit determinations of 9F for a few 
simple choices of functors F. We work in the situation I. = K, where K is an 
autonomous category (not necessarily a D-category) and x = L’ is the tensor 
product functor on K. We can and do define SF(A) = Horn (F, ZA) when- 
ever the right side exists. Of course, neither 9, nor 53F, for that matter, 
need have any meaning in this setting. For the functors F which we examine, 
however, this difficulty will be overcome. First we need 
(5.1) LEMMA. Let K be an autonomous category whose wt&rlying setfunctor 
is re~es~tab~e, say by G, and let ?a be a set. The f~~~~~ng conditions are eqai- 
vafent : 
(i) K contains the n-fold iterated sum of G, 
(ii) K contain the n-fold iterated sum of every K-object; 
and each of them implies that all n-fold iterated products exist. 
Proof. That (ii) a (i) is trivial. So suppose nG, the n-fold iterated sum 
of G, exists. We shall prove that Horn (nG, A) g A”, the n-fold iterated 
product of A, and that nG @ A = nA, the n-fold iterated sum of A. In fact, 
since Horn (-, A) converts sums to products and Horn (A, -) preserves 
products (being a contravariant and a covariant right adjoint, respectively), 
and since the underlying set functor preserves products (being representable), 
we have 
and 
Horn (nG, A) s Horn (G, A)* g A” 
K(nG @ A, X) s ] Horn (& @ A, X) 1 gg 1 Horn (nG, Horn (A, X)) 1 
- 1 Horn (A, X)” I s 1 Horn (A, X) In E (K(A, X))“. ZZZ 
(5.2) COROLLARY. If the underZyikg set factor of the a~to~o~~ category K 
has an a&&t, K has all set-indexed iterated sums and iterated products. 
Proof. If 9 : S -+ K is the adjoint, the facts that % preserves sums and 
that n s npt for any set it show that n%‘(pt) s s(n). Since 3(pt) represents 
the underlying set functor, (5.1) (i) holds, and so (5.2) follows from (5.1). 
If K is an autonomous category whose underIying set functor has an adjoint 
3, write G = 9(pt), and, for each set n, iet P, and S, be the functors n-fold 
iterated product and n-fold iterated sum, respectively, These functors are 
available, in particular, on any D-category. 
(5.3) THEOREM. 9PB = 22% and ~3323~ = Pfl . 
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Proof. It is clear from (5.1) that P,, em S.?,,, and that S,, : Z,,e . The 
Yoneda lemma, applied to the definition of 9P,, , gives 
S,(A) == L&(A) s E,pzG s Horn (Q,, , ZA) =- Horn (P,# , ZA) x- 9P,(A). 
To establish P,, :- LSS,, , we use the more general result: 
(5.4) LEMMA. I f  the underlying set functor of the autonomous category K 
is representable, then pATA g Q, 
Proof. We must show Hom(A, B) = QAB = l@ LI$~=~. A natural ---___ 
transformation (Hom(A, R)) - NzAzB is defined by the maps ~,,(h E K(X, Y)) 
given by 
Hom(A, R) ---f Hom(X @ -4, X @ B) 
Hom(id, h @ B) 
N Hom(X @ A, Y @I B) = N,,,,(h), 
where the first map is due to the strength of X 1% On the underlying sets, 
we have, for f~ K(A, B), 
pA(f) -- (A (3 B) (X @.f) = h @f : X @ A - Y @ B. 
The function P : K(Z, Horn (A, B)) -+ n.t. (z, XzAzg) defined by composi- 
tion with the p,‘s, i.e., 
P(T)ib (4 = PA(9JW) = h 0 P(Z) (%E!Z~,~:%~H~~(A,B)), 
turns out to be a one-one correspondence. Indeed, where u : 2‘, -+ id, is 
the canonical equivalence, define 
Q : n.t. (z, ArzazJ --j K(Z, Hom(A, B)) 
by setting Q(t) (t : 2 4 NzAzB) equal to the composite 
Q(t) = Hom(u,‘, uB) * tidC : % + Hom(G @ A, G ~2% B) 2 Hom(A, 13). 
(Thus Q(t) (z) = us . t idG (2) u;‘, for z E / Z / .) Then 
W’(F,)) (4 z udV’(g?)h, (4) ~12 = 44 0 d4) ual = 44, 
so that ,OP = identity; on the other hand, because the diagram 
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commutes, and by the definition of P and Q, we have 
(P(Q(t)))n(z) = A @(O(t) (4) = h 0 (%I . L&) *u;;') = tn(41 
so that also PQ = identity. 
Thus 
exists and is given by Horn (A, B) = GAB. This essentially completes the 
proof of (5.4). 
Now, taking A = nG in (5.4), we immediately obtain 
.m, = 9& = A&, = P, ) 
and the proof of (5.3) is complete. 
(5.5) REMARKS ON THE CATEGORY d. Proposition (1.3) and (3.0) have a 
common generalization. Given the category L, define a subcategory Y of A, 
the twisted morphism category of L, by taking as Y-objects all A-objects 
( i.e., all L-morphisms), and as ??-morphisms precisely those A-morphisms 
9) = (F~ , qR) which are of the form 
id 
x - x 
h --+ A, 
Y-Y 
id 
Now every functor F defined on L* x L induces a functor $’ on A, by 
@(A) = F(X, Y) (A : X -+ Y). 
&4 = F(% Y %J b = hl P 9%)). 
Let I denote the inclusion of !F in A. Then the following three properties of 
an arbitrary K-valued functor F on L* x L are equivalent: 
(1) 8’ has an inverse limit. 
(2) I% has an inverse limit. 
(3) There is a terminal object in the category of conjigurations (H, (P~)~~~), 
where P x : H + F(X, X) and F(X, X)p, = F(A, Y)py . 
Indeed, the canonical map from 15 P to le PI is clearly an isomorphism; 
1% @I, equipped only with its projections to objects F(X, X), is a terminal 
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configuration; and if (H, (px)xFL) is a terminal configuration, the (equal) 
compositions 
F(X, X) 
9 -*“) 
H 
\ 
--f F(X, Y) := P(h) 
p, 
F(Y, Y) 
-----+, Y) 
make H = l$P, just as in (3.0). Th ese remarks were suggested by some 
comments of MacLam. 
(5.6) STRENGTH AKD STRONG ADJOINTNESS. In Section 3 it is stated 
(cf. (3.1)) that functors which are strongly adjoint are themselves strong. 
That the following converse holds was suggested by Theorem 13.1 of [IO]. 
Let F : L + M, G : M + L be two functors between the K-based categories L 
and M, where K is autonomous. Assume that F is a strong functor, and that G 
is adjoint to F. G is in fact strongly adjoint to F if either 
(i) G is a strong functor, too, or 
(ii) the functor / 1 : K 4 S rejects isomorphisms. 
Proof. The strength of F yields K-morphisms 
Horn .(GX, Y) ---f Horn ,(FGX, FY). 
Since G is adjoint to P, there are canonical maps X +FGX, yielding K- 
morphisms Horn ,(FGX, FY)+ Horn M(X, FY). At the level of the 
underlying sets, the composites Horn .(GX, Y) - Horn M(X, FY) arc 
exactly the natural equivalence L(GX, Y) z M(X, FY). Under hypothe- 
sis (ii), therefore, Horn .(GX, Y) -Mom &X, FY) is a natural equi- 
valence, and G is strongly adjoint to F. Under hypothesis (i) instead, the 
strength of G and the canonical maps GFY + Y yield K-morphisms 
Horn &X, FY) -+ Horn .(GX, GFY), 
Horn .(GX, GFY) + Horn .(GX, Y), 
whose composites 
Horn M(X, FY) + Horn .(GX, Y) 
are the inverses (as is seen by checking at the underlying sets) of the 
first-mentioned maps Horn .(GX, Y) - Horn M(X, FY), and again G is 
strongly adjoint to F. 
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Note added in proof Professor R. J. Nunke has kindly pointed out that terminal 
objects of the type envisioned in (3.0) are also dealt with in N. YONEDA, On Ext and 
exact sequences. J. Fat. Sci. Uniw. Tokyo, Sec. I, 8 (1960). 507-576 (especially 94, 
pp. 545 ff.). 
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